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Abstract: Smart cities make use of a variety of smart technology to improve
societies in better ways. Such intelligent technologies, on the other hand, pose sig-
nificant concerns in terms of power usage and emission of carbons. The suggested
study is focused on technological networks for big data-driven systems. With the
support of software-defined technologies, a transportation-aided multicast routing
system is suggested. By using public transportation as another communication
platform in a smart city, network communication is enhanced. The primary objec-
tive is to use as little energy as possible while delivering as much data as possible.
The Attribute Decision Making with Capacitated Vehicle (CV) Routing Problem
(RP) and Half Open Multi-Depot Heterogeneous Vehicle Routing Problem is used
in the proposed research. For the optimum network selection, a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making (MADM) method is utilized. For the sake of reducing energy
usage, the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) is employed. To reduce
the transportation cost and risk, Half Open Multi-Depot Heterogeneous Vehicle
Routing Problem is used. Moreover, a mixed-integer programming approach is
used to deal with the problem. To produce Pareto optimal solutions, an intelligent
algorithm based on the epsilon constraint approach and genetic algorithm is cre-
ated. A scenario of Auckland Transport is being used to validate the concept of
offloading the information onto the buses for energy-efficient and delay-tolerant
data transfer. Therefore the experiments have demonstrated that the buses may
be used effectively to carry out the data by customer requests while using 30%
of less energy than the other systems.
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1 Introduction

With the evolution of digital technology and the ever need for end-user applications, the smart city has
been outfitted with a plethora of connected phones. Energy production, on the other hand, is a current tool for
the improvement of the greener city of the future. Smart cities are expected to have 40,000 million smart
gadgets for 100,000 million people with increased globalization in the fields such as healthcare, travel,
and banking, among others. Such smart gadgets are in charge of generating large datasets within a smart
city that already has 47 percent of growth for a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is growing of
47 percent. By 2025, it is expected that 90 ZB of data would be generated through the connected devices [1].

A vehicle routing problem is a logistical approach that finds the best path at the lowest cost while taking
the capacity and customers’ requirement restrictions into account. The heterogeneous VRP, the dynamic
VRP, the Multiple Depot (MD) VRP, the open VRP, and other versions of the traditional VRP have been
proposed by the authors providing the complex nature of real-world traffic problems. In recent years,
there has also been some research into VRP and its derivatives for hazardous transport. For example, [2]
an MDVRP was developed for hazardous transport to reduce the danger in the total transportation by
allowing each client to be supplied with numerous depots notwithstanding both the vehicle capacity and
the supply limits.

A considerable number of information is transported through the wide-area networks by enterprises to
restore their information, synchronize the search indexes among the data centers, send high-definition
security footage recordings to the authorities, and monitor both the audio and the video throughout the
social networking sites. As the data scale and the variety of big data [3] are so great, the existence of big
data is unachievable without any of the technology architecture backings of connectivity. To address such
the greatest hurdle, a new networking mechanism is necessary. The author hopes to minimize traffic jams
by developing alternate data-transmission network topologies. The data offload strategies include wireless
ground stations, Things to Things (T2T) systems, Wi-Fi hotspots, and vehicle systems. Bus systems in
regions [4] have qualities including large coverage and set schedules, allowing them to serve as a
communications foundation with the existing systems.

Vehicle-assisted networks have become increasingly important in smart cities to increase the quality of
living, dependability, operating excellence, and quality of service in metropolitan areas in recent years. In
network communication, vehicles are employed as data carriers. Furthermore, the information has already
been offloaded from one network to the other based on certain conditions and priorities using the data-
offloading method. MCO (Mobile Computation Offloading) [5] is a prominent advanced technique for
offloading the computation-intensive information to websites to boost the capability of the devices and
save power usage. The MDVRP, like VRP, is the non-deterministic polynomial (NP-hard) issue in terms
of option approaches. The combination of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [6,7], the adaptive large
neighborhood search [8–10], and the two-phase method comprised of particle swarm optimization
algorithm and tabu search algorithm [11], among many others, are some of the heuristic and meta-
heuristic algorithms used to resolve this issue. Transport risks and transport cost goals are frequently at
odds in real-world travel situations [12]. Disputes among the goals and unequal events arise if there are
numerous goals, one ideal solution is the greatest for one but worse for everyone else. For instance, the
less the cost structure, the fewer automobiles are being used.

MCO (Mobile Computation Offloading) [13] is the prominent advanced technique for offloading
computation-intensive information to infrastructure and boosting the capability of the gadget and saving
power usage. It is feasible to dump the data onto the cars for onward distribution through the
opportunistic interactions among the passing traffic and Road-Side Units (RSUs) located on highways.
The public transport system, in general, is a type of vehicle network with various distinct characteristics,
including frequent and planned operations as well as consistent physical covering across all urban areas.
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The main contributions of the proposed system are given:

� Inside a smart city with wireless sensing device centers, the Public Transport-Assisted Data-
Dissemination (PTDD) System is built to maintain huge data via wire, wireless, and public
transportation networks.

� For an optimal system based on various user requirements and diverse attributes, a Multi-Attribute
Decision Making (MADM) method is used.

� Employing public transportation as a data carrier, the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP)
is utilized to reduce power use. Buses are used to discharge the list of requirements of each bus stop
whole. The storage amount of the vehicle is used to confine the goal of the proposed model.

� The suggested task is again formulated as a bi-objective mixed-integer linear programming
framework to decrease the travel cost and risk. Secondly, a new trial is given to load the transport
framework that takes into account vehicle loading and category variations.

� To produce Pareto optimal solutions, a hybrid intelligent algorithm is created based on the-constraint
approach and an improved Genetic Algorithm (GA). The rest of the paper is organized in sections as
shown. Section 2 consists of a brief study of the existing Smart cities, Vehicle Routing Problems, and
Decision Making. Section 3 describes the working principle of the proposed model. Section
4 evaluates the result and provides a comparison of different algorithms. Section 5 concludes the
research work with the future scope.

2 Literature Review

An Information and Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure is predicted to be responsible for
3% of global annual electricity usage and 2% of CO2 emissions [14]. Furthermore, it is anticipated that ICT
energy usage is growing at a rate of 15%–20% each year [15]. Consumers and network equipment on
portable and rural networks consume 57 percent of the energy consumed by the ICT industry [16]. The
fast growth of power usage by users and system equipment has generated important difficulties [17] and
the researchers are working hard to maintain customer experience, speed, and flexibility [18].

Numerous ways to co-operative data collected from various sites have been presented [19]. These
methods identified [20] that automobiles are the most efficient and reasonable means of transporting big
amounts of information. Conventional homogenous data transmission, hand-off techniques, and
information overloading are only a few of the many techniques. That has been developed to unload the
information onto multiple channels while taking the distinct features into account.

The crucial method of deciding the optimum connection in a heterogeneous environment before
dumping the information onto such routes is network design. For proper decisions amongst network
infrastructures, Multi-Attribute Decision-Making (MADM) algorithms can help. MADM-based network-
selection methods have a larger area of research [21] devoted to them. Several of the researches are
centered on the users and assist in making decisions based on interests. Several alternative strategies for
resolving VHO and network-selection challenges in the networks have been developed by many
scientists. Valuation methods [22], genetic programming [23], and game theory principles [24] are among
the methods used. Again, for the user’s delight, utility methods are effective in processing based on the
ranking of options.

The author [25] proposed a user-oriented network-selection technique in which connection selection was
based on five separate modules. One was just a user-preference computation utilizing a Fuzzy Analytical
Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to determine the weighting of judgment, and the other was a user-preference
computation utilizing FAHP to determine the weighting of judgment. The author [26] recommended for
employing multi-service multi-modal endpoints to choose the networks. For customer satisfaction,
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Valuation models for multi-services were employed for the satisfaction of the customers, network attributes,
and service quality. The utilization of a public transportation system and distributed information into the
buses as well as the other systems were created for renewable energy in the early studies. To offload the
information on renewable energy, the proposed research is supplemented inside the suggested article with
future networks and appropriate vehicle design [27–39].

3 Proposed Methodology

For establishing mobile ad hoc networks, automobiles are used as wireless nodes. It transfers at arbitrary
and interacts with the passing traffic or the stationary infrastructure such as RSUs. The alternative network
infrastructure level of the public transportation network will incorporate the public transportation traveling
throughout the city. Fig. 1 shows a flowchart that depicts the entire analysis of the suggested system.
MADM-MDVRP technique is used to choose the optimum networks in a heterogeneous environment,
and then the information is unloaded into the chosen public vehicles to transport it to its destinations for
energy-efficient transferring data.

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system
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3.1 Multi-Attribute Decision Making

MADM has been used to choose the networks from a list of all available channels. To reduce the service
disruptions and power usage, the network selection procedure finally strives for the optimum connection that
can provide the needed service(s) and prevent heavy switching between the multiple networks.

Alternatives: They are made up of several various possibilities from which to choose or prioritize. It can
be referred to as applicants, participants, or networks, among other terms. Decision Matrix: The matrix, L(M
N), can be used to formally describe any MADM situation.

L ¼

C1 C2 . . . Cj . . . CN
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(1)

Weight of the Attribute: The calculated value by the decision-maker for every networking feature is
referred to as feature strength. The attribute’s weight is determined by the value supplied to it. The
pairwise comparisons matrix determines this weight. Normalization: The measuring instruments for the
property used for network shares are variable. As a result, normalization is a required step in this
computation.

MADM methods are highly accurate and simple to use. They collect various criteria (such as QoS,
speed, latency, the volume of data, price, and so on) and choose the best coverage. MADM difficulties
can be solved in a variety of ways.

3.1.1 Initialization Stage
The MADM process begins with the initialization stage which collects the necessary data and initiates

the operation. The following alternatives should be considered in this stage:

3.1.2 Requirements for User
The needs of the user are the most crucial factors. It has distinct demands and purposes for various users.

The requirements of the users are divided into 3 groups in the proposed model; Service 1, Service 2, and
Service 3. The sensitivity of various systems to the same connectivity feature varies. If capacity is an
attribute, for instance, if it is service 1, a smaller bandwidth would be used. If the data transmission is
big, a greater bandwidth would be needed. Furthermore, it is expected that a user can choose any service
at any moment. Users can choose the order in which the resources are being used. Users can choose
whether data delivery is urgent or non-urgent, which would be related to a data type, including such
delay-tolerant or delay-sensitive, and aids the controllers in making the best channel assignment options.

3.1.3 Data Type Used
Users can choose from a variety of data kinds depending on the sort of application they want to utilize. It

is either delay-tolerant or responsive to disruptions. Many resources, including such videos or information,
can be classified as real-time or non-real-time applications and, as a result, may be postponed for an amount
of time. It’s yet another crucial piece of knowledge to examine while choosing the best networks.
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3.1.4 Network Alternatives
The information is demonstrated offload between the network management to road systems with delay-

tolerant circumstances in the proposed study. As a result, when deciding among a variety of systems,
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN), Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), and
Vehicular Networks are evaluated. Depending on user needs and type of data, the controllers will choose
the appropriate optimal network from various networks. The characteristics of each of such connections
are distinct. Most delay-tolerant services, including email messages, backups, video downloading, and
images, are routed over the vehicle network, which contributes to power conservation while maintaining
the customer pleasure. It is presumed that almost all the cars are outfitted with data-carrying On-Board
Units (OBU). WLAN systems, on the other hand, are maintained for larger bandwidths and reduced delay
workloads, whilst UMTS connections are the most energy-efficient, with reduced network bandwidth and
huge delays.

3.2 Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP)

After that, it chooses the most energy-efficient network. While allocating the data to the buses at every
bus terminal, it’s critical to determine which of the vehicle is the most energy efficient. A data source center
collects all the information from local client devices and caches it till an optimum bus again for the
destination route is not discovered, as depicted in Fig. 2.

RSUs have indeed been put at every bus stop to unload the information onto the buses, which further
transport the information to the correct bus stop and update it there and to its data center.

Various requests from the data center (DC) are used to assign the information onto buses based on their
full capacity to transmit the information till it reaches that point while consuming the least amount of energy.
Firstly, CVRP is described, which aims to reduce power usage by using public transit as a data carrier.

In this concept, the responsibility is for selecting all the requests to the relevant bus traveling on the same
route. The requests are obtained from the DC and assigned to the bus that is traveling along the route of the
destinations. As information offloading/uploading is feasible at every bus terminal, the transmitted signal for

Figure 2: Data allocation using CVRP problem
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transferring the information onto such buses is predicted to be restricted. In 3 phases, the transmission period
process and the power usage are determined by calculating:

Phase 1: Roadside unit (RSU)–Bus transmit; Information is allotted onto the buses inside the
communication range whenever the bus arrives just at the primary station or original data center.

Phase 2: Steady-State; In this stage, the buses will transmit the information according to the demands on
their predetermined route while consuming no additional energy and a tiny amount of power.

Phase 3: Bus–RSU transmitting; At this point, the bus has arrived at its target and is uploading the data to
the bus terminal. Both the beginning and the conclusion locations of this step are l and m, respectively, and c′
is the vertical projections of RSU installed just at the target bus terminal. The amount of energy is reduced by
dumping the data onto the defined bus with such preset high data rates, resulting in the best option.

3.3 Definition of the Problem

A DC fulfills a variety of needs to transfer the data onto the buses, and a local stop serves as a depot to
begin the bus ride and returns to the very same bus terminal when it has completed its trip. B is the number of
buses, CB numbered the bus’s capability, and D is the information transmission limit that also takes into
account the number of journeys performed by the bus. For various places, each DC has the distinct
demands di. The problem is formulated as a graphs G (V, E), where V = 0, 1, 2,…, n is a collection of all
nodes in a graph, and E is a set of edges (I,J)…., I ; j 2 Nð Þ. The route between nodes i to nodes j is
represented by the arcs (I J). TForevery bus, the cost of energy (Ei,j) to transport the information from the

input to the output is determined.

Pn
i�1 di
CB

is the lowest number of buses necessary to meet all the

requests. According to the target, the control system aallowsthe requests to every bus. A CVRP could be
written like this:

Purpose: To mininmize the entire amount of bus energy
P

b2B
Pn

i¼1

Pn
j¼1 Ei;jXi;j;b (2)

It reduces the entire amount of bus energy usage. This method is characterized by several conditions,
which are listed below:

Involved in:
Xn

i¼1;i6¼j

X
b2B Xb;i;j ¼ 1 8j ¼ 1; . . . ::; n (3)

Xn

j¼1
Xb;0;j ¼ 1 8bE B1; B2; ...;Bn

� �
(4)

Xn

i¼1;i6¼j
Xb;i;j ¼

Xn

i¼1
Xb;i;j 8j ¼ 1; . . . :; n; bE B1; B2; . . . :; Bnð Þ (5)

Xb;i;jE 0; 1ð Þ 8bE B1; B2; . . . :; Bnð Þ; i; j ¼ 1; . . . :; nð Þ (6)

Here the binary variables X(i, j, b) identify a set of buses called B1, B2,…, Bn that cover an arc (i, j). The
optimal solution, as described in Eq. (6), seeks to reduce the cost of energy use. Condition 7 is the degrees
condition, which ensures that every need would be met by a vehicle that is accessible.

3.4 Half Open Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing Problem

For transportation, the half-open route and diverse vehicles provide a greater balance of risk and
expenses. Three aspects are the key contributions of this study.
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1. To begin, it introduces a novel MDVRP variant for hazardous transport called the half open multi-
depot heterogeneous VRP, which takes into account the effect of the half open path and heterogeneity
automobiles. The suggested challenge is then formulated as a bi-objective mixed integer
programming model with the goal of decreasing the transport cost and risk.

2. Secondly, it provides a new loading-dependent transport systems risk model that takes into account
the vehicles load, type of vehicles, and vehicle classification.

3. Finally, it creates a Pareto optimal solution using a hybrid intelligent model called constraint
approach and an upgraded GA.

4 Result Analysis

To begin, the optimum network decision was analysed by comparing the Auckland public transportation
network to three separate options. The city of Auckland was selected as a case study because it aspires to be
the world’s most lovable city, with intelligent residents and smart infrastructure. Auckland is a metropolis
that uses cutting-edge techniques to enhance the lives of people. As just a smart city, Auckland might
consider smart and innovative gadgets for making real-time data-driven judgments. IDC’s Asia Pacific
Smart Cities Awards have shortlisted seven New Zealand initiatives. In order to make the things easier,
the appropriate assumptions should be followed.

Assumption 1

WLAN, UMTS, and vehicle networks are the three network protocols that are investigated in the study.
Just planned public transportation vehicles are used to provide additional data about the vehicular
environment. WLAN and UMTS connections serve the entire region, whereas VANET only covers a
limited number of bus stations. Furthermore, vehicle-to-vehicle communications is not taken into account.

Assumption 2

There is indeed a preset bandwidth for each network option, and range-defined network selection is
really only feasible if those parameters are satisfied. Depending on their needs, each customer has
different preferences. The requirements and desires of every user are examined using the AHP technique.

4.1 Simulation Environment

Auckland Central is selected, as depicted in Fig. 3, like a data management region and as a site to display
the spread of vehicles between various bus stations. Each of these bus stations has storage space that can be
used to upload or download the data to buses on the route. Moreover, all the identities of the users’ are
evaluated in relation to the data transmission’s sending and receiving locations, and according to these
situations, the buses are chosen.

MAT-based simulations are used to assess the AHP theory’s functionality LAB, which is composed of
various utility ratings for all characteristics. It is practiced in order to achieve the research aim of having
optimal network choice depending on a number of factors and options choices of the user. In a
heterogeneous network, they play a significant role in determining the optimum accessible network
atmosphere. The approach is dependent on the main concept of AHP for detecting the preferences of the user.
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4.2 Evaluation of Service

Our services were divided into categories based on the information listed under. The first service was the
set up between the data centre (DC1) and the data centre (DC2) (DC2). The aids of the controller in the
selection of the ideal network based on user preferences for the many factors were listed above, including
Efficiency of the Energy (EE), Bandwidth (B), Delivery Probability (DV), and Delay Tolerance (DT),
Transportation Risks (R) and Transportation Cost (C).

S1 ¼ ,EE; B; DV ; DT ; C; R. (7)

It was presumed that in the Service 1 (S1), such a product is for non-real-time operations which were
aggregated at the data centre and it could be postponed indefinitely for up to 13 h, such as security video
information. UMTS, WLAN, and public transportation are indeed the 3 networks available. The
particular strategy is applied whenever the end-user sends or receives the big information items in TB or
PB, such as backup files or large volumes of data. Therefore, for instance, background download of e
mails, data transmission with Google Grive, and data storage, and the technique is almost delay-tolerant.
Energy consumption over the other features is valued in this scenario because we can live with latencies
for these apps or operations as shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Utility matrix for pairwise comparisons based on relevance scales

Attributes Bandwidth Delay tolerance Energy efficiency Delivery probability

Bandwidth 6 8 1 2

Delay tolerance 1 6 1/3 1

Energy efficiency 1/7 1 1/9 1/5

Delivery probability 1/2 4 1/3 1

Figure 3: Locations based on Auckland central
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4.3 Evaluation of Service

The next component is for transmission of data that is essential. The delay-tolerant indicator in this
example is roughly 3 hrs, as well as the volume of information is 64Tb. Service 2 (S2), like Service 1,
has the comparable characteristics but distinct inclinations. Real-time apps, including Video-on-Demand,
are included in these services. Since all these operations are time-sensitive, they often interrupted for
more than three hours. Therefore, due to the huge amount of information, Energy consumption and delay
qualities were given higher priorities than the other characteristics. It was the services category with the
greatest Qos parameters, and it was shifted between the networks based on the user identities such as
telephonic speaking, VoIP, video calls, as well as the other actions. When a user’s WLAN link is broken,
he or she may change to UMTS for better QoS as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

4.4 Evaluation of Service

The following service is distinct from the two preceding ones. In this scenario, the data size is 32Tb and
the delayed tolerance is 6 h. S3 has the same properties as S2 but differs in its features. In comparison to the
others, this service has a higher data volume. As some services are time-sensitive, they cannot be postponed
for further 6 h. The customer has had all 3 choices for disseminating the data in such situation. Initially, the
controllers investigated all the networking choices, such as WLAN and UMTS, and whether the buses were
able to take information inside the set timeline as shown in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 2: Normalized table score for weight and priority factor

Attributes Criteria weight Priority vector (PVe)

Bandwidth 0.510327041 0.5012

Delay tolerance 0.143524012 0.1420

Energy efficiency 0.031247095 0.0321

Delivery probability 0.240317026 0.2415

Table 3: Utility matrices for pairwise comparisons based on these concepts

Attributes Bandwidth Delay tolerance Energy efficiency Delivery probability

Bandwidth 6 1 1 4

Delay tolerance 1 1/6 1/6 2

Energy efficiency 6 1 1 6

Delivery probability 1/2 1/7 1/5 1

Table 4: Normalized table score for weight and priority factor

Attributes Criteria weight Priority vector (PVe)

Bandwidth 0.412634174 0.4021

Delay tolerance 0.064174103 0.0614

Energy efficiency 0.421743210 0.4201

Delivery probability 0.037156423 0.0512
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Figs. 4–7 depict the criterion weights assigned to all the attributes for various types of services. Service
1, for instance, includes delay-tolerant characteristics and would be deemed as an energy-efficient data-
dissemination network. As a result, the energy efficiency characteristics are weighted more heavily in the
conditions.

Table 5: Utility matrix for pairwise comparisons based on relevance scales

Attributes Bandwidth Delay tolerance Energy efficiency Delivery probability

Bandwidth 1/5 1/5 1 1/6

Delay tolerance 1 2 5 1

Energy efficiency 1/2 1 5 1/5

Delivery probability 1 4 4 1

Table 6: Normalized table score for weight and priority factor

Attributes Criteria weight Priority vector (PVe)

Bandwidth 0.041327041 0.0312

Delay tolerance 0.342824012 0.3420

Energy efficiency 0.131247095 0.1375

Delivery probability 0.420317026 0.4215

Figure 4: Weight distribution for service 1 attributes

Figure 5: Weight distribution for service 2 attributes
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The overall evaluation among all services based on the choices with all characteristics is the AHP score.
Because the data is delay-tolerant and may be delivered by automobiles for energy-efficient data distribution,
the ranking order for service 1 is Vehicle >WLAN >UTMS. Therefore, service 2, that is delay-sensitive yet
has a greater quantity than service 1, prioritizes the vehicle networks over WLAN and UMTS for transmitting
data, with the ranking of Vehicle >WLAN >UTMS. By terms of maintaining QoS, the network ordering
preferences for service 3 is WLAN >UMTS > Vehicle for urgent message transmission.

4.5 Evaluation of Costs and Risk During Transportation

Pareto Optimal solutions were used in all three services. Simultaneously, Pareto optimal vectors were
calculated, and evaluated the values of risks and costs. The optimized solution produced from half open
multi-depot heterogeneous VRP with the close multi-depot heterogeneous VRP to show whether the half
open route is favorable for routing or not was evaluated. The close multi-depot heterogeneous VRP, as
opposed to the partly open multi-depot heterogeneous VRP, was regarded as a unique condition. The bi-
objective mixed integer programming model for the close multi-depot heterogeneous VRP was differed
slightly from the suggested model in order to find Pareto optimal solutions. Table 7 shows the different
pareto routes and the costs and risks of the transportation.

Figure 7: Priority vectors for services 1, 2 and 3

Figure 6: Weight distribution for service 3 attributes
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5 Conclusion

The research has suggested a new channel of communication, Packet Transfer Delay Differences
(PTDD), a long-term data transmission via the use of public transportation networks to supplement the
traditional wired and wireless networks. The strategy intends to leverage PTDD and the associated park
places and bus stations with the internal storage to unload and upload the information for delay-tolerant
data demands. The controllers have employed the MADM approach to choose the best network among
the multiple networks and different services. The major element is specified i.e., the utility levels with all
variables for user happiness, as well as the AHP methodology for networking rank. It is demonstrated
that buses and public vehicles may be used as data carriers using Auckland’s public transportation
system. For reducing the transportation risks and costs, Half Open Multi-Depot Heterogeneous Vehicle
Routing Problem is used. To obtain an adequate balance between the transportation risks and the
transportation expenses, a bi-objective mixed integer programming approach is suggested. A hybrid
intelligent algorithm is created which combines the e-constraint approach and an upgraded GA to
generate Pareto optimal solutions for the given model. The analytical findings have demonstrated that the
overall transportation risks and the costs of the presented problem may be lowered by 2.15 percent and
1.98 percent, correspondingly, when compared to the close multi-depot heterogeneous VRP. Thus, the
Proposed MADM-MDVRP selects the best network and minimizes the energy consumption, costs and
risks of the transportation. In the future, multi routing protocol decision needs to be improved by deep
learning-based decision-making algorithms.
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